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INTRODUCTION

I. Summary

of

study

Where man baa joined economic forces with nature

the organizing genius of the market he has met, along
with some notable successes, some sharp disappointments0
To be sure the market has outperformed some other instituunder

tions for organizing the land economy, but still its performance seems often to fall short of standards to which we

might

reasonably aspire.
This is a study of the imperfect union of land with

man that the market achieves in a free or partly free economy

like our own. Formally it is addrpssed to this

question:

do market forces tend to allocate land to its most productive

use? It concludes that some do, according to traditional
theory, but others not contemplated in traditional theory
obstruct the beneficent forces from achieving ideal alloca-

tion. The major obstructive force is the difference among
interest rates, explicit or implicit, accounted by different

The net result of the forces is aland market
performance rather short of perfection.
The original reason for the study was the writerts
suspicion that the land market tends to function imperfeetly,
individuals.

apart from any monopoly elements such as one ususl]'
in mind when speaking of "imperfect markate.W Ths

quite

baa

I

2

spicion was
and

deduction

aroused

both by direct observation of land use

from the principles of capitalization,

As to

first, one need not look far to find anomalies and prob—
lewis such as idle lands amid crowded lands; holdings below
optimal size amid holdings much larger than necessary to
achieve economies of large-scale operation; lands abused by
tenants; premature subdivision and scattered settlement.
As to the deduction, the suspicion arose originally from the
the

simple fact that

different

individuals in the same land market

have access to funds at different interest rates. As the major
annual cost of holding land is generally interest on the price

the title, it may well follow that individuals paying or
imputing lower interest rates tend to add laud to their enof

terprises until the last unit yields them a smaller increase

that

the last unit must yield to enterprises paying or tm-

puting higher interest rates. If so, some land would be put
to uses less productive than others from which it would be

preempted.

Although

its original motivation and its oonclusiou

both suggest the desirability of considering the many propoes.is for improving present land policies, the present study

stops short of entertaining any of these proposals, other

than to list some of

them briefly in SeCtion Four of Chapter

for the purpose of establishing their reality as alter—
n&ttves to present policies. As understanding 1st precede
intelligent action, this study undertakes only to develop a
Five

I,

3

conceptual framework for evaluating the

market as it is, and,

performance of the

by applying the conceptual framework

to that purpose, to suggest whether it would later be worth
while to tise

it for analyzing reform proposals.

But the orientation of this

willingness

study,

and the

writer? a

ultimately to entertain alternatives to present

policies is worth emphasizing now to obviate later misunder-

standings. This s not en

evaluation

of bow successfully

individuals adjust themselves to. the alternatives the market

offers them. Rather, it is an evaluation of the market itself as an allocating agent. It seeks to penetrate the veil
of prevailing institutional arrangements and policies to

ultimate economic realities, and

in

terms

evaluate

the institutions

ultimatea. In the background always stands
that there are alternative policies to choose

of those

the thought

from.

Thus the study

strikes some unfamiliar

notes,

as

analysti today proceeds on the assumption
that prevailing institutions and policies are Cgiynfl and
themselves constitute ultimate economic realities. For
example, several leading economists have rationalized farm
tenancy on the grounds that it represents the best adjustwant for the individuals concerned, within the framework of
existing land prtoes. )To doubt it often does—ita V017
existence seems to tell us that, unless we assume widespread
torimg of •olf—i*terest. But in the present study we

much economic

4

cannot rest content with this answer. The study asks, "Is
a land market that draws men and land into a relationship
as inhibiting to production as tenancy tending to allocate

land to its most productive use?" This point is developed

further in Chapter II, Section IV, "The Function of Tenancy."
The plan of study is first to describe some major land
problems from direct observations, and second to adapt some

of the tools of economic theory to analyze forces controlling
the land market, relate the problems to theory and, through
theory, to each other.
The study has two major parts.

Part I, "The problem of malaflooated land," consists
of three chapters surveying tbree basic and interrelated

land problems common in market economies. These are: unused land; tenanted land; and land operated in holdings of

non-optimal sizes. In this survey there inevitably appears
some analysis, but this analysts is strictly subordinate to
the survey, and only foreshadows the fuller analysis of
Part II.

Most, but by no means all the data surveyed are from

agriculture. This particular industry is selected only because of easier access to relevant data in it, and not because the theoretical analysis applies more closely to

agriculture than to other industries. This point is
elaborated in the Introduction to Chapter 2. Moat, but
again not all the data are from the United States. Let It

be understood, the study does not concern a.griculture as
8uch, nor the United States as such, but land as such.
Therefore the writer has not hesitated to introduce data,
where available and

relevant,

from other countries and other

industries, or to suggest that his conclusions might have
some bearing in other countries and

Part

II,

industries as well.

"Analysis of the Problem," takes up the

hypothesis that individuals accounting lower interest rates
tend to add land to their enterprises until the last unit
yields them a smaller increase than the last unit must yield
to individuals accounting higher rates.

The word *a000unt_

tug" is taken to include situations where interest is paid
out explicitly on borrowed funds, as well as situations
where implicit interest is merely imputed on funds owned

by the individual. The
Four develops this

first

hypothesis,

chapter of Part II, Chapter
and Chapter Five takes up

objections to it, and modifies it somewhat. The final
chapter draws together and summarizes the analysis, indicating its application to the tbree land problems of Part

I. It concludes, in answer to the original question posed
by the study, that, as previously stated, some market forces
do tend to direct land to its most productive use, according
to traditional theory, but others not contemplated in tra-

ditional theory obstruct ideal allocation. The major
obstructive force is the difference among

interest

rates,

explicit or implicit, accounted by different individuals.

The net result of the forees is a land market performance

Cr

quite short of perfection.
This net result probably falls short, also, of at-

tainable approximations to perfection. As mentioned, this
-i

study concludes without developing any reform program, such
as would be necessary to know if anything better is within

our reach. Thus the study ends as it begins, in a critical
vein. But the author's purposes are not primarily negative.
He has developed his analysis in the hope that it may prove

1.

useful in the more important enterprise of devising means to
improve on present policies.

II. Basic Assumptions
;

Inasmuch as every study must begin and end, the
author has thdulgect himself the luxury of certain assumptions,

which he will not defend. Many of these must go unspoken,
but certain ones should be explicit:

1:

A.

Only the land market is under scrutiny here. Let

ceteris peribue rule. For the present study we take as

i

4— — —

given, for example, tariffs and other trade barriers. The
question is, how do landholders respond to the price and
cost stimuli that a market economy relies on to guide their

decisions? We deplore the confusion of issues introduced
by one writer who, on bearing the Junkers indicted as unworthy cultivators of the German soil, countered that they
could only have raised grain in any event, which in the

absence of protection they should not have done. We would

7

Inetead judge the Junkers' efficiency as land managers in
terms of the price system within which they operated.
B.

The privilege

of holding title to part of a nation's

limited land resources is a public trust, and properly the

object of public scrutiny and concern. The
of a land policy must

be

justification

its effectiveness in promoting the

highest use of resources. "Private property" and "vested
interests" are means to that end, not ends in themselves.

the net product
the monopolistic

C. It is desirable to maximize

land resources. We do not share

of given
philosophy

which counsels solving the problems of each industry by re-

tiring resources to lower output and raise price. Our

philosophy

is the classical one of facilitating output and

income payments in all industry, whereby few need suffer
lower relative prices, save as some can

lower

unit costs

by greater volume. As to aggregate demand, there seems no

better allocation of land would fail
to increase demand by as much as output: to allocate land
more economically is to make it more accessible to its corn—
plernents, labor and capital. It is tantamount to opening a
new frontier, offering new investment opportunities to balance
any increased savings, and new employment opportunities to
reason to fear that a

increase

wage payments and

consumption.

Nor do we share the philosophy that a fall of land

prices,

that might

ensue from improving

land allocation and

thus increasing the effective supply of land, is a loss to

8

the economy. We would echo R. H. Tawney: "A society is
rich when material goods are cheap and .

. . human beings

dear."

I.—

III. Definition of the term "land"
The word "land"

in

this study means the natural at-

tributes of the earth, inoluding site (extension plus location). Some distinctive features of this resource are these:

A. It is not produced by man. The activities of men may

wittingly

—

or unwittingly affect its productive capacity,

just as they may affect the productive capacity of labor
and capital, but land, the physical entity, is nature's

,.

contribution, with no cost of production.

B. It is not reproduceable. So—called "made land"

of

is,

course, only an underwater site whose improvement has

called for, in addition to the usual expenses, considerable
'i

fill. The location, extension and substructure remain nature' a contribution.

Subdivision and attendant public improvements are

sometimes said to SproduceN land. It is true they increase
the supply of land for those uses which require the improve-

ments, but they take it from

other

uses. In our terminology

they are only means of transferring land between uses. They
do not affect total supply, unless in the special sense that

better allocation of an existing supp1y has effects similar
to increasing the supply.

9

Man'e contribution to the fertility of soil is not
"l8Z1d, but an improvement. The practical problem of dis—
tinguisbing the human from the natural contribution to farm

value is more than negligible. But the fact that farm land
prices vary so much less within soil groups and natural
regions than among different ones attests to the identifiability of nature's

contribution and

the limits of man's

influence.

C. Land is uniquely located relative to its environa,
d $

immobile in space.
D. The site is never consumed in production, although its
value may rise or fall due to economic or climatic changes.
Its substructure is ordinarily permanent too, although nature
over the eons will certainly change it by vulcanism and

erosion, and man may accelerate the erosion. Topography,
also, is usually enduring, again with a few outstanding ex0

ceptions.
a

Some economists have taken the exceptions for the
rule,

and

treated the land as simply another form of capi-

tal. We will treat of it ordinarily as a permanent resource.
This means that our analysis and conclusions do not apply
I tz:ctt!

strictly to tlioae natural resources that are consumed in

production, such as virgin timber and minerals. We devote
ob
z

ietted

a few speóial words to them in Chapter Five.

As land has these unique qualities, the price of

land is likewise unique: no cost of production affects it,

10
nox" any threat of reproduction; it is based solely on anti-

cipated future yields, and these extend into the indefinite
future.
Let

not

it be understood that land, measured by price, is

primarily

an agricultural resource. In 1954

the

estimated

market price of land and improvements in all American cities
over 30,000 was about *250 billions; but the price of all

real estate in 1950, near the peak, was only '75
billions.1 Let it also be understood that the ratio of
farm

land to improvement value does not become small even in

the centers of cities. On Manhattan Island the ratio of
land to improvement values is almost 3 to 2,2 higher than
in many farm areas.

IV. Criterion of "ideal allocationW of land

A. Diverse criteria now used
On originally looking into the subject of this study
the author assumed that there must be among professional
economists some general agreement as to what constitutes

the most productive use of land. ut there is not. Among

criteria

there are the widest divergences, ranging from

the doctrine that maximum output per acre is ideal, regard—
lees of c*st, to the opposite doctrine that minimum coats

per acre are ideal, regardless of output. These, and many
between, and others on unrelated standards, are all serious—

ly advanced or more generally assumed by some one. Obviously no amount of agreement as

to

facts can bring harmony

11

among those holding such incompatible concepts. The first

step

in this evaluation of how ideally the market allocates

land must be to establish a standard of excellence by which
to judge it.

B. The criterion of "ideal allocation": the equimarginal
principle
1. The equimarginal principle
As the criterion of "ideal allocation" we take the

simple and by now traditional equimarginal principle. This
principle derives directly from the axiom that given resources
will be allocated so as to maximize their aggregate net out-

put when it is impossible to increase their aggregate net

output by reallocating any

of

them. The increased output

achieved by shifting a small unit to a new us, is called
the marginal product of that unit in that use, and the
marginal product divided by the unit is the marginal productivity, or rate of change of output with respect to the

resource.

According

to the equimarginal principle, in order

to maximize aggregate net output from the resource its
marginal productivities must be equal in all different uses
to which it is applied (in the stage of diminishing returns),
since if they were not equal the market could increase ag-

gregate net output by shifting some of the resource from
uses with low marginal productivities to uses with high
ones.

12

George Stigler put it this way:

A difference between alternative cost and the value
of the marginal product in any firm or industry is
proof of inefficiency, and the magnitude of the difference Is a clue to the extent of the inefficiency.
Some would prefer definitions of "efficiency" other than

Stigler's,

which is actual output from

given

resources as a

percentage of maximum possible output from those resources.
But if we substitute his meaning in place of the word it is
clear he has in mind the same

equimarginal

ideal we have ex-

pressed. We present his statement here to indicate that our
criterion Is also that used by a recognized master of economic
theory.

The words "marginal

productivity"

need not necessarily

appear in all applications of the equimarginal principle.

For the principle is nothing more than an elaboration of a
statement so self-evident that it may 'be

likened

to an axiom

of geometry, the statement that given resources will be al—
located so as to maximize their aggregate net output when
it is impossible to increase their aggregate net output by
,,

ct

reallocating any of them. The elaboration In terms of
marginal productivity is useful for many purposes, but the

iw o

principle

may be understood and

sometimes applied without

the elaboration. A violation of the principle is indicated
simply by showing that not output could be increased by re-

allocating the resource. No explicit reference to marginal
productivity is necessary. It is obvious that the marginal
productivity of the shifted resource must then have been

g'

E

I
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higher in its new use than its original use, else shifting
it would not have increased aggregate net output.
The words "different uses" are to be interpreted broad-

ly. The equimarginal principle is satisfied only when marginal

productivities

are equal, not only among different "uses" in

the narrow sense of "crops", say, but also among different

enterprises and tenures. Shifting land from one "use" to
another might mean shifting a marginal acre from, say, a

wheat farm to a neighboring truck farm. But it may also mean
shifting the acre from one wheat farm to another wheat farm.

Finally it may mean simply shifting title from one person to
another while crop and operator both. remain the same. That
would occur if a tenant bought out his landlord, and might
materially affect the not output from the land.
In designating some lands as "underused" one runs the

risk of imposing his own arbitrary standards of excellence

or intensity where they do not apply. Some of our less
imaginative European visitors have been guilty of this,
criticizing American farmers, miners and lumbermen for fail.-

ing to follow intensive European-type practises that are
uneconomical within our structure of costs and prices.

But the equimarginal principle avoids this error. "Under
used" land is that held by enterprise A which, if transferred
to B, would increase net output more by joining B than it

would reduce output by leaving A. In this there is no im-

position of arbitrary standard on a sinful world. The
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author accepts the principle of consumer

sovereignty.

He

criticizes the land market only insofar as it fails to a1locate land sø as, in the aggregate, to yield its utmost,

net of costs, of that assortment of worldly goods desired

by ultimate consumers.
But is the marginal product of just one factor, land,

a

the relative efficiency
is not——and that is not

sufficient criterion for judging

of different enterprises? No, it

what

we use it for. It is quite possible that firm 5 might

be more efficient, in an overall evaluation of the firm,

than

yet the marginal product of land alone might be
higher for firm 13. And it is normally true that the marginal products of complementary inputs vary inversely, ac
cording to the wel]. known principle of variable proportions.
firm 13, and

If farm G has many men per acre, and

ginal

farm H few, the mar-

product of land will probably be higher on farm G:

but the marginal product of labor will probably be higher on

farm H. These facts do not contradict but support each

other. This
Price,4 and
0

is a.

point

below,

Taking
means

of

is formalized in Stigler's Theory of
Chapter Three,

Section

II, B, 2, a.

the marginal product of just one input, land,
focussing analysis on exactly the

matter

of

interest, not excluding relevant facts about other inputs

o

but marshalling

these

facts to bear on the question at hand.

Thus the marginal product of land, as we will show more
fully in a moment, is much affected by the marginal products,

____

0
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intensity and cost of other inputs, its complements. To
know the marginal product of land we must take all these

other factors into account. Indeed, much of what we know of
the marginal product of land we know only indirectly, by in-

ferénoe from

what we know more directly about the comple-

mentary factors of land.

8o we are by no means ignoring

other inputs. It is a question of how these are
account, and

to

the

functioning

and

for

taken

into

what purpose. Our purpose is to evaluate
of the land market as an allocating agent,

this end the

marginal

product of land, as used in

the equimarginal principle, is a sufficient concept.
2. Meaning of the

"marginal

product" ol land

The "marginal product" of a

small

unit

of

land, we

have said, is the increased output achieved by adding it to

an enterprise. But this brief definition still leaves some

vital

details to the imagination. Not all. economists would

fill in each detail the same.

Worse, many skeptics question

that the concept has muáh substantive content in real af-

faire. It therefore falls on us to round out the marginal
product conoept as we will use It, particularly in relation
to land.

a. Unit of measurement the dollar
The marginal product is probably most often

measured in physical unite, and these then translated into
z

.1T

dollars. There may be good reasons for this practise in
some

stuea,

but there is none

in

this one. We will
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measure the marginal product directly in its dollar

values.

As we are dealing with production economies and not price
economics we will tlwougbout the study assume

that individual

sellers have no influence on price. This is not to be taken
as indicating that

the

author believes that the economy is

perfectly competitive. On the contrary, be believes the
present study may contribute something
ing of how

industrial

toward

an understand-

concentration develops. But as the

present purpose is to analyze phenomena that occur independ—
ently from monopolistic motives we will for the present diapens. with this much

of

the intellectual apparatus of price

theory.

b. Adaptability of complements
i. Form and
rr

Leading

location

of' complements

exponents of marginal analysis

generally insist, in defining the marginal product, that
complementary resources be allowed to adapt their form

to

the increased quantity of the variable input.5 In this

usage we concur. The marginal pro1uot of a unit of land
added to an enterpri8e is not the inunediate increase of out-

put, but the increase after the complements have adjusted to

the new proportions and

scale

of operations (meaning in both

instances output per unit of time, of course). Better yet,

it is the increased output of the larger over the smaller
enterprise if both are

wioa

originally

spective amounts of land.

planned with their re-
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When the variable input is land, not only the form but
the location of complementary resources changes, as they must

move to the new land. For this reason it may require more
mental effort to conceive of the marginal product of land

than the marginal product of labor or equipment. But once
the marginal concept is firmly in mind there is no ditficulty.

One should be wary of a natural misconception of the

marginal

product of land.

some farm

operations,

It

would be easy, especially in

to fall into the error of identifying

the marginal product of an additional acre with the crop
harvested from that particular acre. But the marginal product is the increase of output of the whole enterprise, which

is the crop harveatd from the new acre minus reduced output
on the original acres. Output from these tails as complementary factors move off them to the new acre. The amount
of the fall, incidentally, will equal the sum of the marginal
products of the complements transferred.

ii. uant1ty of complements
Does

one allow

changes in the quantities of

complementary inputs in defining the marginal product of

land? It is hard to find just what convention would dictate
on this score, as so many theorists have not thought the de-

tail worth explicit mention. This is understandable since,
as we will see, the detail does not as a rule materially
change the

result

as long as the increase

of inputs is very
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snail. But we will be dealing with changes over a wide range,
as well as with small ones, so we cannot pass the matter
over.

To avoid any aiiguity we will, as many economists have
done implicitly, and a few explicitly, distinguish two con—

cepta: Nmarginal product" and "marginal net product." "Marginal product" is a ceteria

paribus concept: other quanti-

ties are held strictly equal. "Marginal net product" is a
mutatta mutandis concept: other quantities are changed appropriately, and the increased cost subtracted. "&ppropr&ately" means until their marginal products equal their

marginal costs. Thus, to find the marginal net product of
an additional acre we add with it labor and capital, simultaneously of course adapting their forms to the new acreage,

until the marginal products of labor and capital each equal
their respective marginal costs; then we subtract the costs
of these increased complements from the gross increase of output, and have the marginal net product of the acre.

Now which of these two concepts have we in mind when
judging the excellence of market allocation of land by the

equimarginal principle? In the event of conflict, the marginal ne product is the ultimate criterion, containing as
it does no artificial limitations on the individual's free-

dom to economize. But ordinarily there:ia no conflict since,
in a given situation, the marginal product equals the
margimal net product, just so the inputs are very small.

ii
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Marshall long ago pointed this out, and Stigler in 1941
elaborated on the theme in his Production and

Distribution

Theories.6 Let us lay out the essential reasoning.
If one adds to an enterprise an acre or land, with
the complementary labor and capital fixed in quantity but
adaptable in form and

location,

the marginal product of the

acre is the gross output harvested from it minus the cost

capital
capital is, of

of the labor and

used on that acre. The cost of the

labor and

course, the reduced output from the

original acres that results from their being withdrawn.

That is the sum of the marginal products of the labor and

capital.
Now how does the "marginal

net

product" differ from

that? Instead of drawing the labor and capital from other
lands on the same enterprise one draws them from other en—

terprises. That is the only difference between the two

cepts: the labor and

capital,

con-

whose costs must be deducted,

come from different enterprises.
It

net

clearly follows that marginal

product are

equal

side the enterprise

marginal

so

are

product and marginal

capital from outless cost than the

long as labor and

not available at

productivity of labor and capital within the enter-

prise, and labor and capital within the enterprise do not

have better alternatives outside it. These conditions imply
also that inputs of land be very small, as large inputs af-

marginal produotivittea
enterprise.

feat the
the

of labor end capital within
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Now it is generally true that labor and

capital

from

outside an enterprise are not available to it at coats less
than the marginal productivity of those already employed

there. That

is

not to say they do not exist, but they are

not available to the enterprise, for one reason or another.

If they were they would have been hired already. 8y the
same reasoning, labor and capital within an enterprise do
not generally have what the people involved consider better

opportunities outside it. We say "what the people involvea
consider" because in the opinion of outside observers they

may be mistaken or uninformed. Many

of

these outside oh-

servers are economists, who are more likely to read this

than are the people involved. I hope the economists will
understand, they may be quite right, but that only the
opinions of the people involved are relevant to the present
point, and these opinions are

not

likely to change in result

of adding a small unit of land.

It follows, then, that marginal product and marginal
net product are in practise generally equal, provided inputs

small. It is generally possible to plan various
sized enterprises differing from each other by only a small
aoreage. Therefore in using the equiniarginal principle we
of land are

ordinarily trouble to specify whether the quantity
of labor and oapital is held fixed or let vary. To do so
religiously would be, in fact, rather misleading, inasmuch as
the results would differ little. As mentioned, when a choice

need
a

not
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must be

product is the more adequate con—

made, marginal

cept; but as a rule they are

interchangeable.

c. Schedules of marginal productivity and marginal

net productivity: ceteris paribus vs. mutatis mutandis
After

what has passed one may wonder

if it is worth

to distinguish marginal product atd marginal net
product at all. Probably it would not be were we always introubling

tereeted in them only at a point. But also very useful are
entire schedules on which these points lie. Such schedules
may be developed by simple reasoning from known
and
and

output per unit of
intensity, and are

these

on costs

land on enterprises of varying scale

vital tools of inference for bringing

facts to bear on the question whether land is aqul—

marginally

oq

data

allocated among

such

enterprises. Over even a

moderate range

of

considerably.

To obviate any confusion it would be well to

acreage the two schedules will diverge

go over how one may construct these schedules, how they relate to each other, and bow one may use them in conjunction

with the equimarginal principle.
i. The marginal product schedule, with coteria

This aohedule is developed on the assumption that all
inputs

but land remain fixed. It is useful in awakening the

minds of young economists and in demonstrating the effect

of varying proportions on the marginal product of land, al—
though even for this purpose it is lees than perfect since,
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as Chamberlin has pointed out, when one factor is allowed to
vary absolutely it is not just proportions that vary, but
also in some

degree

scale. This schedule is familiar to all

economists and need not detain us here.

What points on a schedule of marginal productivity

also equal the marginal net productivity? Whatever point or
points at which the

marginal

costs of complements hired ex-

ternally equal their respective marginal products within the

enterprise. For if these complements are available more
cheaply outside, the marginal not product will of course be
higher; while if cheaper inside, the marginal net product
will again be higher, since its definition allows the entrepreneur to dispense with whatever labor and capital he can
that are not earning their keep.
Just where these points of equality are, and how many,

the curve. In
general it would require some unlikely assumptions to produce
equality throughout the schedule, and we will not make such
depends on the assumptions made in drawing

assumptions.

ii. The marginal net product schedule,
mutatis

with

mutandis

This schedule is developed on the assumption that all
inputs are variable. The marginal net product is the increased gross output from an additional unit of land with
appropriate complementary inputs joined end minus the costs
of the complementary inputs. On the schedule, as each

-
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additional

acre is added, it is added to a larger base, not

only of land but also of complementary inputs. It is this
shifting base that particular].y

distinguishes

this schedule.

One might at first sight think to distinguish the two
schedules by calling the marginal product "short run,"

other "long

run."

the

But this would be misleading. In defining

the marginal product we have had to allow time for the enterprise to adjust the form, organization, and

location

of corn—

plementary inputs to the new land. In terms of time, there
is no difference between the marginal and the marginal net

products. Therefore we distinguish the two instead with
"ceteris paribus"

and "mutati niutandia": the marginal

product schedule is ceteris paribue because all inputs but
land remain constant in quantity; the marginal net product
schedule is mutatie mutanclis because other inputs change

appropriately in response to changes in land.

This

schedule of marginal net productivity is a most

valuable analytic tool for analyzing economies of scale,

particularly as they affect the marginal productivity of

land. While the marginal product schedule illustrates a

form, the marginal net
product schedule illustrates the same principle in much more
realistic form and, free as it is from restrictive assumptions, brings theory to the threshold of reality.
Regrettably, one finds little precedent for the use
of marginal net product schedules. The marginal net product
simple principle in artificial
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concept

is used by a few: Marshall (who called it "net

product"), Pigou (who does not really define it), and

(who uses it only briefly) are examples. But

in

Lamer

their works,

and works of Hicks, Stigler, Chamberlin, Carison, Samuelson,
the Robinsona, Black, Heady, Boulding, Weintraub, Macb].up,

Edgeworth, Robertson and

Bain,

the

author

has unearthed no

schedule of marginal net productivity. There is no inherent
difficulty in the concept but, as it is unfamiliar, it will
pay to spell it out, together with the method of deriving it

from

available

data.

Marginal net product schedules may be derived by
simple reasoning from data on output per acre and
acre for different sized farms, which are

inadequate. Let

us

costs

available,

per

albeit

trace the reasoning, and see the general

shape of the schedules that typical data produce.
Studies of economies on scale of farm

operations

generally indicate that as acreage increases (with more or
less homogeneous land) operating costs per acre fall very

rapidly at first and then level out. This
tam inputs of capital and labor are

is

because car—

imperfectly

divisible

below some moderate sizes, while as to land "If some definite
size is taken as the smallest unit, it is done so, not be—

cause of any limited divisibility of land, but because of
the limited divisibility of its complementary factors."7

With this knowledge we construct a schedule we will call

to

"Average Complementary Costs__RaverageW meaning Wper acre"

I

k
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of

course. The word "complementary" indicates that these

are the costs of the complementary factors to land only, and

not

of the land itself. Naturally we do not want to sub—

tract the cost of an input itself in computing any product—

ivity of that input.8 From

this

schedule, designated "ACC",

we immediately infer the marginal complementary costs, or

"MOC" (Fig. 1). Note, a, that 1CC are

very

low early in the

schedule, and, b, that they rise, even while ACC are still
falling.

Complementary
Costs

MCC
Acres

Fig. 1: Complementary costs, average per acre (ACC)
and marginal (MCC)

This gives halt of what we need to construct the
as

I

schedule of marginal net productivity. The other half is

marginal

gross product, which we derive from known

data

on

output per acre. Heady has observed that "Extension of the
number of acres operated with one machine unit eventually
9

results in lower acre yj55•I Perhaps there is also an
351

initial stage of increasing acre yields, as larger acreages
eaii a

permit of

e

more advanced techniques and more specialized

machines that more than compensate for reduced intensity——

probably this

L.

is

true in some operations and

.

not

others.
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We wil], at any

rate,

assume

a

brief stage of mildly increasing

acre output.
Thus

in

a general way we know the shape of a typical

schedule of output per acre, which we will designate "average

gross product" (ASP). From

it we immediately infer the

marginal gross product (MGP) (Fig. 2).

Prodicta

Acres
Fig. 2: Gross products, average per acre (ASP)
and marginal (MGP)

The marginal net product flP) is now simply marginal
gross

product

(MOP) minus marginal complementary costs (Mac)

(Fig. 3a & b).

Marginal Complementary Cost
and Marginal
Gross Product

..s,,ofl_.

Acres
Marginal Net
Product

MNP

iT1iI±i

Acres
/

Pig. 3a & b: Marginal net product (MNP) derived by
subtracting marginal complementary
costs (Mac) from marginal gross
product (MGP)
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Note that MNP becomes zero while AGP is still higher
than ACC.

Alternatively, we might compute the schedule of
average net product (or economic

rent

of land per acre) as

the difference of average gross product and average comple-

mentary coats, Then from that we could immediately infer
the marginal net product schedule. For one who prefers to
think in terms of economic rent of land, this latter procedure is more desirable.
As is customary in production economics, the coat and
output figures given are the best that the entrepreneur or
entrepreneurs in question would achieve with the conditions
at their disposal-.best, of course, in relation to each
other, for all costs are undertaken in order to achieve out—
a

put. Note also that the word is "would" achieve——not "oould.'

We take human beings as they are. An exceptional individual

Iq

might keep continually high gross output and low cost over a

a

tremendous range, as some do. And many, many more could if
they would. But it is a general rule that the marginal
satisfaction from assets tends to diminish as more are

acquired, while at the aae time, as Black observed, "as a
manager brings more and more management to bear on an enter-

prise, he must exert himself more and more to do it. The
flrat managerial effort comes forth easily; the last, only

at great sacrifice of comfort and leisure."1° These are
major factors tending to diminish returns to scale, and

must not be assumed away.

—
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A useful feature of the

schedule

of marginal net

productivity is that every point on it Is also the marginal
productivity, for that particular mixture of land with its
complements. E'or at each point one assumes that coinpie-

ments have been added until each of their marginal products
equals Its marginal cost. A curve of plain marginal pro-i
ductivity, recall, Is not equally versatile, and

does

not

represent the marginal net productivity, for it involves no
such assumption, and

the marginal

products of the contple-

ments keep rising in the enterprise as more land is added.
A regrettable feature of the schedule is its un-

familiarity. The author would apologize for imposing a new
concept on a profession already bending low under its over-

loaded pack of "tools." But actually this is oniy a new
combination of accepted techniques. The mutatia

mutandie

concept is now the common property of economists; and the

device of varying one input and

then

letting others catch

up to it is taken directly from Boulding's Economic Analysia.
The

novelty

is not in basic conception or principle, but only

in departing from what are becoming stereotyped textbook

which are Inadequate to bring the full power
ginal analysis to bear on the present subject.
forms

of mar—

The marginal net pz'oduct schedule developed out of
the needs of the present subject and is used only because
it is exactly fitted to it. It solves the problem of what
i:

unit

to choose on the abscissa when all inputs are varied
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and marginal productivities are under investigation. It
opens new possibilities in the analysis of economies of scale
as

they relate to the marginal produotivities of particular

inputs. It offers
questions

a technique for resolving the tortured

"What size enterprises achieve most efficient use

of resources," and "what economic forces encourage and what
obstruct the achievement?" It resolves the questions into
the simple ones, where are marginal productivities higher,
and

what keeps them from equality? It permits answering the

first question from simple data on costs and

output

per acre.

It also integrates marginal productivity analysis with tra—
ditional economic rent concepts (a matter discussed below)
and permits definition of a socially optimum scale of opera—
tione without reference to the cost of land--something that
is necessary when the system of pricing land is itself the

oiv.ez

thing

under

index

of social alternatives.

scrutiny, and cannot be assumed to be an adequate

To sum up these observations on the

marginal

product

on eT

concept: the marginal product, as the term is used in the

cb

equimarginal principle, is the increased output yielded by

n2

increasing the input of land

marginal

by one small unit, where the

costs of complementary factors outside the firm

equal their marginal products inside the firm. In these

eg

circumstances the

marginal

product equals the marginal net

product. In other circumstances, marginal net product is

, &rw

the more proper concept to use with

the equimarginal

L&
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principle. Schedules of marginal net productivity are de—
dneed from observed data on intensity and output as functions
of scale, and

are

invaluable tools for analyzing economies

of scale.

d. Some incompletely resolved problems in defining

the marginal product

r]

Few general definitions can be used in particular

situations without some additional labor. We have defined
the marginal product down to that degree of detail necessary
to pursue this study, and would leave further details to the

common sense of the reader. We would mention, however, two

unresolved

problems, in order to assure the reader that their

neglect is a matter of choice and

not

oversight.

1. Differing time distributions of net output
rx

It may sometimes occur that on enterprise
A,

ebrr!

after

the complete adaptation of complements specified

in our definitions, the marginal productivity of land would
be higher per year than on enterprise B; but B would adapt
more quickly, or has already adapted, so that, for a period

Jpe

of

years, marginal productivity would be higher on B. Would

a perfect market assign the land to A or B? In practise
this is not likely to be a serious problem. First, th.

Izupe

enterprise

on which the ultimate marginal productivity

would be higher would generally be under greater pressure
to adjust quiekly, probably being more crowded with under—

utilized complementary factors. Second, where there is a

tf% I

.
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conflict

the ltimate1y higher marginal productivity will in

most instances be the more desirable, since the influence

a

few years can hardly

offset

of

the influence of a large; num-

bex' of later years, except at very high discovnt rates. Third,
an ideal
the

market would often find means

speedier

of leaving land with

adapting enterprise until the other was ready.

But more generally there is a problem of reconciling

different time distributions of planned output. An enter-

current yields in order to accumulate
capacity to increase future yields. In general we would
handle this problem simply by treating the accumulation of
capacity to yield future incomes as a form or capital acprise may sacrifice

cumulation. The increase of capital is part of "output" in
the year of accumulation. Its value is found by discounting
anticipated future yields at the interest rate used by the
particular enterprise.

Only a part of future yields can

be

attributed to present sacrifices of the current incomes. It
is only this part that should be discounted to figure the
present value of the capital accumulation.
We have occasion in the following pages to criticize
some farmers for poor "conservation practices." This is not
to be taken

as

identical with criticizing them for having too

much current output. Some conservation practisea increase
both current and future output. It is quite possible to have
low current output without conserving land well, either for
present or future use. In other words, *productionft and
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"conservation" are by

no means antonyms. Only sometimes is

there

there a conflict between the two. Where

is, it is

reconciled, as we have indicated, by treating positive con—
servation practises as capital accumulation in the year undertaken; and failure to prevent depletion as negative capital
accumulation, or depletion, in the year suffered.

Criticizing farms for following poor conservation
practises, therefore, is to criticize them for not taking

as

full advantage as they might of economical opportunities to
increase future yields by increasing current expenses, or
P

reducing current salable output. "Economical" means that,
in the opinion of those expert in this field, the values of
the future increased incomes from conservation praotises,

discounted at appropriate interest rates, would exceed their
present costs--costs, that is, to some farmer with more in—
centive than the present operator to take advantage of these
opportunities.

ii. Difficulty of establishing a homogeneous
unit of land
Most of our analytical techniques assume a homogeneous

unit of land. Of course there is none, for lend or for labor
or capital either. The easiest solution is to devise common

sense substitutes for homogeneity. The

problem

is probably

easier with lend than with other inputs.

There are two general solutions. One is to take area

as the measure of land. This

is

quite all right so long as

1•
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one selects areas within which land quality is quite uniform.
It is often forced on us by the fact that so many data are

collected

in this way. The second is to measure land

by

its

value, or some other expression of its produotive potential.
Due to the primitive state of the
is also far

from

art of

land valuation this

best

satisfactory, but about the

that one

can hope for until such time as those with the money and

power to collect information see fit to improve on their
methods of evaluation and land classification.

3. The equimarginal criterion and the

economic rent

criterion

Ely and Wehrwein have written that "rent acts as the
'sorter' and 'arranger' of this pattern of land use)."12

Certainly this is the traditional criterion: that use is
best which yields the highest economic rent. This

has

also

the advantage of being more welcome to those who, for
reasons good or bad, have not reconciled themselves to the

use of calculus in economic analysis. Why then should we

depart

from it?

First, as a matter of exposition, the

principle

is very simple, clear, and

criterion is based on the same

equimarginal

irrefutable.

thinking,

The

rent

at root, but in—

volves more mental stops. Too, the term "rent" has come
to have so many

meanings

other than 'the net income imputable

to land" that it is well to dispense with it.

I
H.
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Second, the two principles are equivalent so long as
scale of enterprise is no issue. As long ago as 1906 8. J.
Chapman

demonstrated

that rent, residually determined, i8 the

same as the marginal product of land.13 But Chapman's
demonstration depended on the assumption of constant returns

to scale. Where

returns

to scale are

not

see, the marginal product differs from

in

constant, we will

economic rent. Arid

this study we want to deal with situations where returns

are other than constant,
For the convenience of having a point of reference,
let us define the acreage at which average net product, or
rent per acre, is a maximum as the "ultimate optimal acre—

age.W This
of a

is

sufficiently analogous to the usual concept

"long run optimal

scale" so as to need no special ex-

pla.nation here--and we have already explained our

reasons

for eschewing the phrase "long run." This point is also the
one where returns are constant, where marginal net product

equals average net product or rent per acre. It is at this
point that the rent criterion and the marginal product cr1tei'ietlare identical. But in comparing enterprises below the

optimum with those above it the simple concept of land rent,

while it points to the truth and nothing but the truth, does

not reveal the whole truth.
Economic rent per acre is output per acre minus corn-

plementary costs per acre. Both above and

below the opti—

mum. scale this difference becomes less, so economic rent per
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acre

falls. But, this apparent snmetry masks an important

difference. For moving below optimum scale both output and
complementary costs per acre become larger; above it, smaller.

Doubtless an acre added to a smaller, more intensive enterprise would increase output more than on a larger, less in—
tensive one, even though rent per acre was the same on each.

Thus it would be an error to think that land was necessarily
ideally allocated between two enterprises just because economic
rent

per

acre

was the same

on each,

Putting it another way, below optimum scale

acre

rent per

is rising, while above the optimum it is falling. Rent

per acre is the same as average net produot of land--a close

relative of marginal net product of land. From the fixed
relationship that always obtains between an average and the
corresponding marginal schedule, we know that when the
average is rising the marginal is above it; when falling,

below it. Therefore just below optimum scale, or maximum
average net product per acre, the marginal net product is

higher than it is above optimum scale (Fig. 4).
Average arid

Marginal N t
Products

MNP

____

()

Fig. 4: Relationship

per acre, or average net
product of land, to the marginal net product
of land
of rent
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shows the relationship that obtains between rent and marginal net product of land as an enterprise passes through different scales. Note that to the
This figure

right

of the optimum scale (or maximum AN?) the marginal

net product falls very low, even while ANP is still well

above zero. On the other hand, to the left of' the maximum

ANP, marginal net product is higher than AN?.

4. The opportunity cost of holding land
We have written thus far as though it were

self

evident that the opportunity cost of holding land is the
marginal product of the land in its best alternative uae.
And this does seem self—evident, But many persons write as
though the alternative cost of land were actually the beat

use of' the funds tied up in holding title--i.e.
interest on the price of the title. And, in fact, to the
alternative

individual this is the coat of

holding land. In a market

where there was only one interest rate the opportunity cost

of the funds tied up in the title would be the same as the
opportunity coat of the land. But actually as we know funds
are available to different individuals at different interest
rates, so that the interest burden to some individuals may
be lees than the best alternative use of the land, and to
others the interest burden may be more. Where

there

is a

conflict between the two alternative costs, clearly the
ultimate social criterion is the alternative use of the land

itself. If the interest cost is different from this, then
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there

must be some conflict between the individual's incentives

and the social welfare.

We will not now analyze this point further, for it is

in fact the main theoretical burden of this thesis. Here we
would only warn of the possible contusion, and state our
position.

C. Use of the equimarginal criterion in this study
The office of the equimarginal criterion in this study
is to test the excellence of land use by comparing one use

directly with feasible alternatives. Herodotns wrote:
pure gold is not recognized by itself; but when we
test it along with baser ore, we perceive which is the

better."14 In like manner full use of land is not recog—
nized by itself, but when we test it along with a baser use

perceive which is the better. We compare the marginal
product of land in its present use with the marginal product
we

in the best alternative use to determine if the present use
is the best. When we find lands in uses such that their
marginal productivity is less than it would be in feasible
alternative uses, we conclude that the land of lower marginal
productivity is "underused," snd the market has not succeeded

'C'

in

allocating it to its best use.

The first three chapters, or Part I, survey three

general types of situatioüa in which land seems not to be
allocated very strictly by the equimerginal criterion.
)B;I

.f
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Chapter

One takes up the problem of "unused

land."

It is not held to be a problem that land beyond the

of

limits

settlement lies unused—there is no implication in the

chapter, that is, that all land should be used. On the
contrary, a full use of the better lands would probably result in less total use of' land. It is rather a question of'

which lands should be used. When good lands are held unused

the midst of other lands used very intensively, and when
much of the unused land is better located and more productive
in

than much of the used land,

then it

seems

clear that the

marginal productivity of the land now unused, i.e. with
S

marginal productivity equal to zero,rwould be higher in some

alternative use, and therefore that the market

is not al-

locating these lands in accordance with the equimarginal
t

principle.
In the strict logic of marginal analysis "unused

b oc

land" might be thought to include land "used," in the obvious
sense

;T

of the word, but in

such ways that its marginal net

product was zero or less--that

is,

land for which the

in-

creased complementary costs of using it equalled or exceeded

the increased gross product. But the nature of the surveys

from which our data come is such that unused land" refers
only to land from which there is no output. The more subtle
problem of land for which marginal complementary costs equal

3ie z
aooLL

e

marginal gross product is reserved for Chapter Three, where
it is treated as part of a more general problem.
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On the other hand, not all

lands called

unuaed" in

Chapter One are absolutely without any output or complementary

eosta. To use availabl, data one must go along with whatever

definitions
things
gre.,

the surveying agencies use. Obviously where

are classified by kind, rather than orderea by dethere are many borderline cases. Examples are down-

town lots

"improved" only with

a

billboard

or

condemned tene-

ment, or fertile fields "complemejited" only with an occasional

pack of foxhounda.. Some of these inevitably find

their

way

into the unnaed$ category——some, also, into the used. This
problem is elaborated in Chapter One

It

itself.

is of little oonsequence whether these lands

they are
their margi.nal products
might be in some other use

"unuae" in some absolute sense. The
either that

or

so close to it that

are very low relative to what they

from which they are

the faot of disuse
Chapter

preempted.

point

are

is that

it Is this contrast th at: sakes

meaningful.

Two deals

with tenanted land.

Rare,

as else-

where in. the study, a questionable use or land is judged by
comparing it to an aLternative and asking if land, shifted
from the present use to the alternative, would increase net
output more in the. new, use than it' reduced J.t' by •.forseking
(ro

the old.

In Chapter Two'the"questionable use is tenRnC7; the
alternative is owner.ioperatioi1.' The. equimarginal criterkion
td*i; tUeatIon.• reatns nwatisfied,

as we

aaid, so long
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as it remains possible to increase net output by shifting

land

from one tenure to another. This

concept of shifting "uses" of land, and

is

the most subtle

it is important to

understand it. Crop and operator may remain the same, but
the "use" is different, in this sense of the word, if the

tenure conditions change.
The

chapter

indicates that there are

unrequited

costs

and many frustrations in the landlord-tenant relationship,

such that

the

market could increase net output from given

land resources by

shifting

title from absentee landiords to

tenant operators, making these latter owner-operators. This
conclusion is taken to indicate that the market is not a].—

locating land by the equimarginal criterion.
Some readers may protest that the above statement makes

no mention of

marginal

productivity. But recall

that, as

mentioned when we first introduçed the equimarginal criterion,
it requires no explicit reference to marginal productivity
to show a violation of the equtmarginal criterion, but only
the simple reasoning of the preceding paragraph. But as
some readers may disagree, and as it is possible to deduce
:cfi

quickly from the preceding paragraph that the marginal

:thio

productivity of land must be higher on owner-operated farms,

we will do so.
If the net output of the lands in a tenant farm would

be higher

if

the tenant were the owner, then it follows that

the net output per acre, or average net product of land,
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would also be higher, since the number of acres remains Un-

changed. Now we have already seen that, when enterprises are
of optimal scale, marginal net product of land equals average

net product of land. So in that ease clearly marginal net
productivity would be higher on the owner operated farm.

If the farm

in

question were not of optimal scale the

marginal net product would not equal the average net product
exactly; but the two schedules would 8hift up and down together, so that if, at a given acreage, average net product
of land is higher on the owner-operated farm, marginal net
product must be higber also, unless the shapes of the curves
also change in some unlikely ways.

And even should these unlikely changes of shape occur,
it would still remain true that, for the average net product
to be higher on the owner-operated farm, the marginal net
productivity must also be higher throughout moat of its
range, since a high average is built up from a succession

of high marginal increments. And the market's failure to
allocate land to owner-operated farms within the range where

marginal productivity remained high would still indicate a
failure to allocate land equimarginally.
The chapter also indicates higher marginal productivity of land on owner farms over another line of reasoning.
We have seen, in defining the marginal productivity of land,

that it varies inversely with the cost of its complementary
factors.

The evidence of Chapter Two indicates that on

t
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farms there are extra costa involved in applying labor
and capital, coats which are obviated when tenants become
their own landlords. It follows directly that the marginal
productivity of land must be higher on owner operated farms.
One might well inquire at this point whether it is
tenant

necessary to go to as much trouble as we have to introduce
and develop the equimax'ginal criterion for the additional

clarity it provides in this chapter. The answer would
probably be no. The conclusion of this chapter could have
been stated in terms simply of land rent or net product of
land. ifowever, the equimarginal criterion is as good as
any here--at root they al]. involve the sane

basic

reasoning.

And the equimarginal criterion is very useful in Chapter One,
and essential to Chapter Three, which could hardly

written

without

have been

it. It is valuable to use it in all three

chapters, to show their essential unity and pave the way for
a simplified and generalized hypothesis and conclusion.
Chapter Three concerns land in holdings of non-optimal

size. This chapter contrasts the marginal productivity of
land on large, lightly used holdings with that on small,

intensive holdings. It develops the contrast by inference
from available data on the availability of labor and capi-

tal on the different farms, and also

from

studies of

economies of scale. The tools of inference are the schedules
of marginal productivity and marginal net productivity

developed in this introduction. Chapter Three concludes
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that the marginal productivity of land tends to be higher
on small, intensive farms

than

market

and therefore that the

on large, tightly used ones,

has not achieved an equimar-

gina]. allocation of land between these two

general

classes

of farms.

Chapters
can

be

Four and

Five

treat of time economics, and

road without reference to the equimarginal principle,

just so one understands what Is meant by the rent of land.

These

chapters may be linked with the equimarginal criterion

by recalling that

the

rent of land is the same as its net

product.

Chapter Six integrates the time analysis of Chapters
Four and

Five

with the equimarginal analysis to round out

the hypothesis of how differences of individual interest
rates tend to obstruct an equimarginal allocation of land.
From the time analysis it is observed that the annual
marginal cost to the individual of holding land depends on
interest rates, and

as

funds are available to different in—

dividuala at different rates, different individuals tend to

*

add land to their holdings to different margin8 of

, dc

productivity, contrary to the equimarginal ideal. That is
the major conclusion of the study.
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